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CHAPTER 6: WHY DO ATOMS STICK TOGETHER? 
PART1: ATOMIC STRUCTURE   

 
 So where are we? Maybe it would help to think about what we know about something like 
water…. 

 
Chapter 1: “Water” is stuff that has a bunch of specific quantitative intensive properties 
Chapter 2: Water is made up of molecules of hydrogen and oxygen atoms. 
Chapter 3: A water molecule contains two hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom. 
Chapter 4: When 2H2 + O2  2H2O, the disorder of the universe increases – as it does if 

 solid water  liquid (above 273K) or if liquid  vapor (with P=1atm) above 373K.  
 
Our next question is: “Why does forming H2O increase the disorder of the universe while 

forming things like H3O or HO2 do not?” It’s not at all obvious that water should form… After all, don’t 
you think that 2 H2O molecules are less disordered than 2 H2 molecules + 1 O2 molecule? Aren’t 3 
things usually more disordered than 2 things? It must be that when water forms, there’s some Q/T 
disordering of the surroundings going on that counteracts the ordering of the chemicals. That is, the 
reaction must release energy. But where does such energy come from??? It turns out that the 
product (water) has less electrical and less “internal” kinetic energy than the starting materials. So we 
need to start with some basic electricity… 
 
1) Why do we think that electrical “charge” occurs in varying strengths of two different types 
(+ and -)? 
 

In chapter 1, we learned that although an object’s mass is conserved, its weight depends on 
the mass of the object that it’s attracted to. For example, a 1kg object is attracted to the earth with a 
force (weight) of 9.8 newtons, but to the moon with a force (weight) of only 1.6 newtons. A 
complication is that not all 1kg objects are equally attracted to all objects with the mass of the earth! 
This is because there is another force besides gravity that influences how strongly objects are 
attracted to each other: electromagnetism. For example, if your 1kg object is “electrically charged,” it 
may be pulled away from the earth (or pushed toward the earth) by an oppositely (or similarly) 
charged object – making its net attraction to the earth less (or more) than 9.8 Newtons. What I find 
amazing is that, unless you’re dealing with objects as massive as the earth, “electromagnetic” forces 
are usually stronger than gravitational forces. On the atomic scale, such electrical forces are much 
more important than gravitational forces. Indeed, some people feel that chemistry is nothing but 
“applied electromagnetism.” 
 
 Historically, it’s believed that the first observations of 
electromagnetic phenomena occurred in ancient Greece. “The story” 
is that around 900 BC, a Greek shepherd in the region known as 
Magnesia (red on the map to the right) observed that some black 
minerals that he walked on pulled iron nails out of his shoes and the 
iron tip off of his staff. And around 600 BC, Chapter 2’s “the earth 
floats on water” Thales was the first to record the fact that if you rub 
some materials (like amber - elektron, in Greek) with animal fur, they 
gain the ability to attract small other (unrubbed) objects like pieces of 
straw or feathers. Such attractions were certainly not gravitational or 
they would be independent of the type of rock you walked on or whether or not you had rubbed 
something. These attractions were something quite different... 
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Around 1600, Gilbert tested a wide array of materials and called those which shared amber’s 

ability to attract things when rubbed “electric.”  I highly recommend that you try rubbing a bunch 
of different materials with fur (or your hair) & see which become “electric” – but here’s Gilbert’s list: 

 

Electric 
diamond, sapphire, carbuncle, iris stone, opal, amethyst, vincentina, English gem 
(Bristol stone, bristola), beryl, rock crystal, glass, artificial gems made of (paste)  
many fluorspars, belemnites. Sulphur, Mastich, sealing-wax [or lac], 

Weakly electric Salt, mica, rock alum. and orpiment 

Non-electric 

emerald, agate, Carnelian, Pearls, Jasper, Chalcedony, Alabaster, Porphyry, Coral 
Marble, Flint, Bloodstone, emery or corundum, bone, ivory, hard woods (ebony); 
some other woods (cedar, juniper, cypress), Metals (silver, gold, copper, iron).  
loadstones 

 
In 1629, Niccolo Cabeo noticed that if two electric bodies which 

attract each other are allowed to touch, they sometimes repel each other – 
so electric forces could be repulsive as well as attractive. In the late 1600s, 
people rubbed different materials together to generate large amounts of 
‘electricity’ which could produce impressive sparks. Some of these (as when 
a glass globe was rotated touching a hand or sulfur) produced light that was 
bright enough to read by – sort of the 1st “electric light.”  

 
In 1729, Stephen Gray Stephen Gray showed that electricity didn’t 

have to be made in place by rubbing - but that it could also be 
transferred from one place to another with some materials (metals) but 
not others (silk thread).  

 

 
 
In 1733, the French chemist Charles-François de Cisternay du Fay proposed that rubbing 

could create either of 2 types of ‘electric fluid.’ He said that when amber was rubbed with fur it 
acquired “resinous” electricity and that when glass was rubbed with silk, it acquired “vitreous” 
electricity. Each of these types repelled the same type and attracted the opposite type:  
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Object 
If bring up to amber rubbed 

with fur 
If bring up to glass rubbed with 

silk 

amber rubbed with fur = “resinous” Is repelled Is attracted 

glass rubbed w silk = “vitreous” Is attracted Is repelled 

 
What’s really cool is that anything that you rub with anything else will either have no effect 

on your suspended rods or will behave in the same way as either the glass or the amber: it will be 
attracted to one of the suspended objects and repelled by the other. No rubbing of anything by 
anything has every produced a material that is attracted to or repelled by both the amber and the 
glass rods (The strength of the attraction or repulsion may vary, but its basic attractive or repulsive 
character does not.)  

 
This means that rubbed objects are always in one of three states:  

i) attracted to rubbed glass and repelled by rubbed plastic 
ii) attracted to rubbed plastic and repelled by rubbed glass or  
iii) neither attracted nor repelled by rubbed glass or rubbed plastic.  

 
What should we call these 3 states? Well, 2 of the 3 forms (“behaving like rubbed glass” and 

“behaving like rubbed plastic”) can have varying strengths and, if these forms actually touch, their 
strength decreases. In 1751, Ben Franklin realized that these properties were just like those of the 
integers (the + and - whole numbers): 
 

 integers come in 3 forms (positive, zero and negative) two of which (+ and -) can have 
varying sizes 

 if the opposite types (positive & negative numbers) combine, they become smaller (7 + (-3) 
= 4) 

 
So Franklin suggested calling one rubbed state “+” and the other rubbed state “-.” Unfortunately, the 
convention is to say that rubbing makes objects like glass “positive” and objects like plastic 
“negative.” Opposite types of objects attract each other. The same types of objects repel each 
other..  
 

WHAT’S GOING ON: Early scientists thought that friction actually “created” the “electricity” (their word 
for charge). They did not realize that an equal amount of opposite electricity remained on the fur or 
silk.  Hair, fur and other proteins are composed of molecules with both + and - places. (This is why it’s 
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so easy to dye protein fibers like wool & silk: + dyes can stick to - places and - dyes can stick to + 
places.)  
 
Plastic is often made of chains of carbon atoms 
surrounded by hydrogen atoms. Hydrogen atoms 
only contain 1 negatively charged electron which, 
in plastics, is busy being attracted to the carbon 
atoms, leaving the surface of the plastic a bit 
positive. So when plastic is rubbed by hair, the 
negative places on the hair transfer some charge 
to the slightly positive places on the ruler, making 
the ruler become overall negative.  

 
Glass, on the other hand, is mostly composed 
of + silicon atoms surrounded by - oxygen 
atoms – with the oxygen atoms on the 
surface. When glass is rubbed on hair, the 
positive places in the hair rip negative 
charges off of the negative glass surface, 
leaving it slightly positive.    

 
In 1757, Wilcke published the first “triboelectric sequence” (to the right, from the 

Greek for “rubbing”) indicating the tendencies of materials to become positively or 
negatively charged:  
 

From this chart you can see that if you rub a rubber balloon on your hair, the 
balloon becomes slightly negative and your hair becomes slightly positive. If you then 
bring the rubber balloon up to an uncharged wall, the balloon’s negative charge repels 
negative charge from the surface of the wall (into the wall’s interior), leaving the 
surface a bit positive – and the balloon and wall will attract each other. Ta da! 

 
       

ACTIVITY 6.2 
 
a) Why do you often get a shock when you touch a metallic doorknob after walking on 
a synthetic carpet in leather-soled shoes? Why do NOT get a shock when you touch a 
metallic doorknob after walking on a wool carpet in leather-soled shoes? 
 
b) Why does human hair often become “frizzy” after combing with a plastic comb? 
Why is this less of a problem with a brush made from “natural” bristles?  
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For a long time, only small electric charges could be 
created by friction. But in 1745, the “Leyden jar” was invented 
as a way to store charge and add more and more small charges 
to accumulate a larger charge:   
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Leyden jars were glass jars (red to the right) 

with metal (gray) on both the inside and outside. 

The outer metal was connected to ground and the 

inner metal was connected to a ball on top through 

a chain and rod. When a charged object was 

touched to the top ball, its charge spread onto the 

inner metal. This charge then induced an opposite 

charge on the outer metal – which helped attract 

more charge to the inner metal. Repeatedly 

touching charged objects to the top ball allowed 

more and more charge to accumulate on the inner 

& outer metals. Large sparks could then be 

generated by touching the outer metal to the inner 

metal.  
 

By 1746, Leyden jars were so good that one was discharged one through a 1 kilometer line of 

monks! And by 1747, Henry Cavendish had begun measuring the electrical conductivity of various 

substances by comparing the shocks he received when he discharged Leyden jars through them.   
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In 1748, Jean-Antoine Nollet built the 1st 
“electroscope” to measure charge without having to be 
shocked by it. (He used a suspended pith ball that moved in 
response to the electrostatic attraction and repulsion of 
nearby charged objects.) In 1787, the “gold leaf electroscope” 
(to the right) was developed that measured charge by how 
much it could separate two pieces of thin gold foil:  

 

ACTIVITY 6.3 
a) Does an electroscope work equally well regardless of if the 
object touched to it is + or -?  
 
b) What should happen to the separation of the leaves of an 
electroscope if an electroscope was charged by an amber rod 
that had been rubbed with fur and then by a  glass rod that had been rubbed with silk?  

 
2) How does the force between charges vary with distance?   
 

In 1785, Coulomb used the “torsion balance” drawn to the right to show that force between 
electric charges follows an inverse square law 

 
Coulomb first found that the force needed to twist 

a wire was proportional to the angle it was twisted. He 
then suspended a rod with a ball on the end perpendicular 
to a vertical wire in the middle of a draft-free enclosure - 
so that it touched a second ball on a rod that extended 
beyond the enclosure: 
 

Coulomb then electrically charged the fixed ball. 
The charge was conducted down to the moveable ball, 
making it have the same type of charge – so the moveable 
ball was repelled from the fixed ball. At some point, the 
electrical repulsion was balanced by the torsion in the wire 
and it stopped moving – say at an angle of 36o.  
 

Coulomb then twisted the wire (from the top) to 
make the angle between the two charged balls be half as 
far apart (say separated by 18o). To do this, he had to twist the top of the wire by 126o, for a total twist 
of 126o + 18o = 144o. But 144o = 4 x the initial separation of 36o, and since twist was proportional to 
force, the force between the balls when the distance between them was cut by ½ was 4x the initial 
force. To get the angle between the balls to be 9o( ½ of 18o) he had to twist the wire 567o, so the total 
separation was 567 + 9 = 576o which was 16x the original 36o – so cutting the separation to ¼ of its 
initial value took 16x the force. These results meant the electrical force was proportional to 
1/(separation)2. 
 

Coulomb’s studies led him to 3 characteristics of the forces between electric charge:  

• the force between electric charges obeys an inverse square law (F 1/r2) 
• each charge both exerts and experiences a force 
• electric forces add up as independent vectors 
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3) What unit is used to measure electric charge?  
 

To further quantify the behavior of electric charges, people needed a unit to use to measure 
charge. This proved to be very difficult and the SI (System Internationale) unit of electrical charge (the 
coulomb, C), wasn’t defined until 1881 (75 years after Coulomb’s death!).  
 

One coulomb is defined to be the amount of charge that must flow each second through 
two 1 meter parallel wires separated by 1 meter in order to cause a force between them of 
.0000002 Newtons. This amount of charge flow, or “current,” is defined as 1 ampere (1 amp). 
(The amp is actually one of the System Internationale’s 7 fundamental units.)  

 
To see how this works you need to know 2 things about electric currents that were discovered 

by Michael Faraday: :  
1. In 1821, he found that an electric current (I) generates a “magnetic field” (B) described by 

“the right hand rule” illustrated to the left below: if you point the thumb of your right hand in 
the direction of a current, your fingers show the direction of the magnetic field  

2. In 1831, he found that a magnetic field (B) generates a force on any wire which is carrying 
an electric current (I) – in a way given by the “left hand rule” illustrated in the middle picture 
below: if you arrange the thumb, index & middle finger of your left hand to be perpendicular 
to each other, and align the middle finger with the current & the index finger with the 
magnetic field, the thumb points to the force 
 

Combining these two facts means that a wire with a current in it will set up a magnetic field that 
will exert a force on another wire with a current (right-hand picture below) 

 

 
One coulomb is a LOT of electricity. A normal household circuit breaker trips at 15 amps = 15 

Coulombs/sec – which is enough to kill people if shocked by it. The charges created by rubbing 

balloons on your hair, etc. are less than micro-coulombs (C = 10-6 coulombs; = “mu”). But since 

the charge on 1 electron is just 1.60218 x10-19 C, even creating a charge of 1 C takes the transfer of 
6,250,000,000,000 (6.25 trillion electrons)! 
 

Once people had units with which to measure charge, they could quantify Coulomb’s law: the 

force (in Newtons) between two electrical charges (Q1 and Q2, in coulombs) separated by a 

distance R (in meters) is given by  

 
    F = kQ1Q2/R

2 where k = 9.0x109 Nm2/C2.  
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For example, the attractive force between charges of +1C and -1C separated by a distance of 
one meter, would be 9x109 Newtons = 2 billion lbs! Yikes. The force between two 0.1-micro-coulomb 
charges separated by 1mm (=.001m) would be about 20 lbs. 
 

You should be aware of 2 interesting things about electrical (and also gravitational) forces: 
 

1) If charge “A” is attracting charge “B” with a strength 
of “2" and another charge (“C”) comes near A and is 
attracted to A with a strength of “1" , A’s attraction for 
B doesn’t decrease to “1" - it remains “2.” It’s not like 
there’s only a certain amount of attraction to go 
around and that the greater the number of things 
attracted, the less strength there is in each attraction. 
(A hint: when in a serious relationship with another 
person, don’t try explaining that your attraction for a 
3rd person doesn’t lessen your attraction for your 
significant other. It seems to work better for charges 
than for people.) 

 
2) Electrical forces don’t diminish over time. If charge “A” is attracting charge “B” but they are 
prevented from moving toward each other, the attraction will continue indefinitely. It’s not like a 
charge only has a limited amount of attractiveness that gets used up over time. (How sweet... 
charges never get tired of each other!)  

       

ACTIVITY 6.4 
a) To convince yourself, that, in chemistry, electrical forces are more important than 

gravitational forces, compare the electrical and gravitational attractions of an electron (charge = -
1.60218x10-19 coulombs, mass = 9.10939x10-31 kg) and a proton (charge = +1.60218x10-19 
coulombs, mass = 1.67262x10-27 kg) when they are separated by a distance of 100pm. (Reminder: 
The gravitational force between two masses M1 and M2 is given by Fgrav = GM1M2/R

2 where G = 
6.67x10-11 Nm2/kg2. 

 
b) How might a rubbed object, which has a charge, can attract small pieces of unrubbed 

objects – which are electrically neutral?  
 

 
4) Can you make electricity in any way besides by rubbing things together?  
 

For a long time, the only electricity that people had to play with was what was generated by 
friction and stored in Leyden jars. That all changed in 1771 when Luigi Galvani’s ill wife was 
supervising the preparation of some frog soup:  

 
“Frog soup,” Madame Galvani wheezed. “Make me some frog soup.” She had been sick 
in bed for over a week, aching, feverish, and suffering from a wracking cough. The 
doctor had diagnosed consumption. Frog soup, he assured her, was just the thing to put 
her on the road to recovery. She asked her servants to prepare some, and soon they 
were scurrying about, gathering the ingredients. Painfully, she forced herself out of bed 
to supervise. It was just as well she did so. She found them milling around, searching 
for somewhere to lay out the frogs. “Put them on the table in my husband’s lab,” 
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Madame Galvani instructed. A servant obediently carried the tray of skinned frogs into 
the lab and set it down next to one of the doctor’s electrical machines. He picked up a 
knife and began to carve a frog, but just then a spark flew from the machine and 
touched the knife – and the legs of the frog twitched. Madame Galvani, who had 
followed the servant in, gasped in surprise. “Luigi, come quick,” she cried. “The most 
remarkable thing has just happened.”  
 

           It didn’t take Galvani long to discover that touching one metal which 
touched the muscle to another metal which touched the backbone produced a 
contraction. Galvani felt that the metal allowed “biological electricity” to flow 
from nerve to muscle, leading to contraction.  

 
Alessandro Volta had a different explanation. He 

thought that maybe the metal/metal contact created 
electricity which caused the contraction. In 1793, he 
demonstrated that dissimilar metals separated by a conductor could generate 
electricity. In 1800 he created a continuous source of electricity from a “pile” 
or “battery” of such stacks:    
 

“I provide a few dozens of small round plates or disks of copper, brass, or 
rather silver, an inch in diameter more or less (pieces of coin for example) and an 
equal number of plates of tin, or, what is better, of zinc nearly of the same size and 
figure. . . .I prepare also a pretty large number of circular pieces of pasteboard, or 
any other spongy matter capable of imbibing and retaining a great deal of water or 
moisture, with which they must be well impregnated in order to ensure success to 
the experiments. These circular pieces of pasteboard, which I shall call moistened 
disks, I make a little smaller than the plates of metal, in order that, when interposed 
between them, as I shall hereafter describe, they may not project beyond them.  

 I place then horizontally, on a table or any other stand, one of the metallic 
pieces, for example one of silver, and over the first I adapt one of zinc; on the 
second I place one of the moistened disks, then another plate of silver followed 
immediately by another of zinc, over which I place one of the moistened disks. In 
this manner I continue coupling a plate of silver with one of zinc, and always in the 
same order, that is to say, the silver below and the zinc above it, or vice versa, according as I have begun, and 
interpose between each of these couples a moistened disk. I continue to form, of several of these stories, a 
column as high as possible without any danger of its falling.  

 But, if it contain about twenty of these stories or couples of metal, it will be capable not only of emitting 
signs of electricity by Cavallo's electrometer, assisted by a condenser, beyond ten or fifteen degrees, and of 
charging this condenser by mere contact so as to make it emit a spark, &c., but of giving to the fingers with 
which its extremities (the bottom and top of the column) have been touched several small shocks, more or less 
frequent, according as the touching has been repeated. Each of these shocks has a perfect resemblance to 
that slight shock experienced from a Leyden flask weakly charged, or a battery still more weakly charged, or a 
torpedo in an exceedingly languishing state, which imitates still better the effects of my apparatus by the series 
of repeated shocks which it can continually communicate.  

 To obtain such slight shocks from this apparatus which I have described, and which is still to small for 
great effects, it is necessary that the fingers, with which the two extremities are to be touched at the same time, 
should be dipped in water, so that the skin, which otherwise is not a good conductor, may be well moistened. 
To succeed with more certainty, and receive stronger shocks, a communication must be made, by means of a 
metallic plate sufficiently large, or a large metallic wire, between the bottom of the column (that is to say, the 
lower piece of metal,) and water contained in a basin or large cup, in which one, two or three fingers, or the 
whole hand is to be immersed, while you touch the top or upper extremity (the uppermost or one of the 
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uppermost plates of the column) with the clean extremity of another metallic plate held in the other hand, which 
must be very moist, and embrace a large surface of the plate held very fast. . . .  
I still suppose that all the necessary attention has been employed in the construction of the column, and that 
each pair or couple of metallic pieces, resulting from a plate of silver applied over one of zinc, is in 
communication with the following couple by a sufficient stratum of moisture, consisting of salt water rather than 
common water, or by a piece of pasteboard, skin, or any thing of the same kind well impregnated with this salt 
water. The disk must not be too small, and its surface must adhere closely to those of the metallic plates 
between which it is placed.” 

 
Just like rocks fall from places of high potential energy to places with lower potential energies, 

the rate of flow (current, I) from one place to another came to be described by the “potential 
difference” between the two places. In honor of Volta, two places were said to be separated by a 

“potential difference, V” of “1 volt” if a current of 1 amp (I, defined above) between them 
produced energy at a rate of 1 Joule/sec (i.e. a power, P, of 1 watt). That is, electric power = 
current x voltage or P = IV. (Since 1 amp = 1 coulomb/sec and 1 watt = 1 Joule/sec, a potential 
difference of 1 volt can also be thought of as an energy difference of 1 Joule per coulomb. That is, the 
energy of 1 coulomb of charge changes by 1 joule when moved from one place to another with 
potential difference of 1 volt.) The potential difference between the two terminals of a common battery 
= 1.5 volts or 9 volts. Common U.S. household voltage = 120 volts. For example, when a 120V 
household voltage is pushing electricity through a common 60 watt light bulb, it creates a current of    
I = P/V = 60/120 = .5 amp = .5 coulombs/sec.  

 
(Unfortunately, physics has adopted the convention that electricity flows from + 
to -, when what’s really moving are negative electrons - which flow from - to +. 
Amazingly, this quirky mix-up doesn’t really matter very much.)  
 

5) What determines what current actually flows across a given voltage? 
 

How much current actually flows between places that are separated by a certain potential 
difference (voltage) depends on what material separates the two places. This is described by the 
“resistance” (R) of the material that separates the two places. Ohm’s law defines the resistance 
(R) of a material as the voltage needed to have a current of 1 amp: R = V/I. Resistance is 

measured in Ohms (), where 1 = the resistance that requires a voltage of 1 volt to produce 
a current of 1 amp.     

 

In the 60 watt light bulb described above, R = V/I = 120/.5 = 240 .  
 
Here are some parameters of some other common electrical systems:  
 

 Voltage=V 
(volts) 

Resistance=R 
(ohms) 

Current=I=V/R 
(amps) 

Power 
(watts=J/sec)=IV 

Flashlight bulb 3 5 0.6 1.8 

60W bulb 120 240 0.5 60 

100W bulb 120 144 0.83 100 

Toaster 120 70 1.7 205 

Small cooktop element 240 45 5.3 1280 

Oven element 240 30 8 1920 

Large Cooktop element 240 27 8.9 2133 
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Something’s electrical resistance, R, depends on its length (L), its cross-sectional area (A), 
and what it’s made from. Electrical resistance increases as length increases and cross-sectional 
area decreases. (This is why wires which are designed to carry large currents - like extension cords 
for refrigerators - are often very thick – so they’ll have large cross sectional areas.) This dependence 

is usually expressed as R = L/A where  (rho) = the material’s “resistivity” = the resistance of a 1 

meter length of it with a cross-sectional area of 1m2. (Yes, I know,  is the same symbol that we used 
for density. I’m sorry, but there are more things that need symbols than there are symbols, so some 

symbols have multiple meanings.). For R to have units of ,  must have units of m.  
 

Here are some electrical resistivities at 20oC (and the fractions by which they change per 
degree C increase in temperature): 

   m fractional change per oC 
insulators have high resistivities 
rubber   1013-1014  ?? 
glass   109-1012  ?? 
 
semiconductors have intermediate resistivities 
silicon   .1-60   -.07 
graphite  3-60x10-5  -.0005 
 
conductors have low resistivities 
nichrome  110 x 10-8  .0004 
mercury  98 x 10-8  .0009 
iron   9.71 x 10-8  .00651 
tungsten  5.6 x 10-8  .0045 
aluminum  2.65 x 10-8  .0039 
copper  1.68 x 10-8  .0039 
silver   1.59 x 10-8  .0038 

 
 As you can see, the resistance of metals increases with temperature. When “on” the tungsten 

filament of the100W bulb above has a resistance of 144 - but its resistance is only 15 at 20C. 
From this, and the fact that tungsten’s resistance increases by 0.45% per degree, you can figure out 
the temperature of its filament:    
 

144=15(1+.0045(T-20) gives T = 1974oC. 
 

 You can also use R = L/A to get some idea of the dimensions of the filament. R = L/A 
becomes 15 = 5.6x10-8 (L/A) so L/A = 2.7x108. That is, its length in meters is 2.7x108 (270 million) 
times its cross sectional area in meters. Light filaments are very, very skinny!  

 
WHAT’S GOING ON: Electrical resistance basically reflects how tightly electrons are held to 
the atoms in a material. All metals have atoms that have essentially released some electrons 
which are free to move, and so have low resistivities. The atoms in non-metals, like rubber and 
glass, hold onto electrons more tightly, so it’s harder for electrons to move into and through 
such materials. In general, it becomes harder for electricity to move through materials as their 
temperatures increase because their atoms are moving more, which tends to deflect the 
current from getting to where it wants to get to. In a few cases such as graphite and silicon, the 
added energy actually makes more electrons free to travel, so their resistance drops as 
temperature increases.   
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6) Can you say anything about the distribution of charge within 
overall neutral molecules? 
  

If you connect opposite ends of a battery to two plates of metal 
that are close to each other, the battery will pump electrons onto one 
plate (accumulating negative charge) and suck electrons off of the other 
plate (accumulating positive charge). As this process continues, it gets 
harder and harder, because it becomes harder to pull electrons away 
from the positive plate (as it gets more positive) and it becomes harder 
to add electrons to the negative plate (as it becomes more negative). 
When the metals have reached some charges (call them +Q and -Q), 
the adding & removing of charges stops. This maximum charge 
increases as the battery’s voltage (V) and the area (A) of the metal plates increases. It decreases as 
the distance (D) between the plates increases. The charge also depends on what material is between 

the plates - represented by the material’s “permittivity,”  (epsilon). As the permittivity of the material 
between the plates increases, the charge that a given voltage can put on the plates increases (the 
material “permits” a larger charge to be put on the plates).These relationships are summed up in the 
equation:   

      Q = AV/D  
You can see what units permittivity must have by looking at the units in this equation- though it’s a 
little tricky:  

 coulombs=*m2*volt/m   = C/Vm.   
But 1 volt = 1J/C and 1J = kgm2/sec2 

So  = C/Vm  C2/(Jm) = C2/(kgm3/sec2) 
But 1 Newton = kgm/sec2 

So  = C2/Nm2  
  

The permittivity of a vacuum (free space, o) equals = 8.85x10-12 C2/Nm2. Traditionally a 

material’s permittivity is written as a unit-less multiple (K) of the permittivity of free space: Ko. This 
K is called the material’s “dielectric constant”:  

 

material vacuum STP air paraffin hard  

rubber   

Paper  glass mica ethanol water 

K 1.0000 1.0006 1.2 2.8 3-7 4-7 7 24 80 

 
WHAT’S GOING ON: Something’s dielectric constant essentially 
measures how “polar” a neutral  molecule of the material is (how their 
ends differ in +/- charge) and how readily those molecules can align to 
neutralize some of the charge that accumulates on the plates. A polar 
molecule can neutralize a lot of charge, so it’s easier for the battery to 
continue to add/remove charge so it can accumulate to larger levels. 
Water contains very polar molecules which are small enough to rotate 
easily to neutralize charge, so it has a high dielectric constant. 
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Activity 6.5 
The battery shown above is a source of “direct current” (DC) - it always pumps negative 

electrons in one direction and pulls them in from the other direction. How do you think a material’s 
dielectric constant would change if you replaced the battery with a source of alternating voltage, like 
in household wiring, which alternates the directions in which electrons are pushed and pulled.  
Specifically, will a material’s dielectric constant increase or decrease as you increase the frequency at 
which the voltage alternates. Typically, the change occurs over a small range of frequencies which is 
different for different materials. What do you think that range of frequencies tells you about the 
material?    
 
7) How have we decided that atoms are held together by electrical forces?  
 

~1808 Sir Humphrey Davy found that some elements (such as potassium) could be produced 
by using Volta’s pile to run electricity through compounds (such as potash). He interpreted this as 
showing that electrical forces were holding potash’s elements together: 
 

“A small piece of pure caustic potash (KOH), which had been 
exposed for a few seconds to the atmosphere, so as to give 
conducting power to the surface, was placed upon an insulated disc 
of platinum, connected with the negative side of the battery… and a 
platinum wire, communicating with the positive side, was brought in 
contact with the upper surface of the alkali. The whole apparatus was 
in the open atmosphere.  

 
Under these circumstances a vivid action was soon 
observed to take place. The potash began to fuse 
(=melt) at both its points of electrization. There was a 
violent effervescence at the upper surface. At the lower, 
or negative surface, there was no liberation of elastic 
fluid, but small globules having a high metallic luster, and 
being precisely similar in visible characters to quick-
silver, some of which burnt with explosion and bright 
flame, as soon as they were formed, and others 
remained, and were merely tarnished, and finally 
covered by a white film which formed on their surfaces.” 
 

Today, we interpret this by saying that  
 a) The potash consists of positive potassium ions (K+) & negative hydroxide ions (OH-) 
 b) At the upper surface, the + battery draws electrons away from the negative OH-‘s  
     4OH-  2 H2O + O2 + 4e- 

c) At the bottom surface the - battery adds electrons to the positive potassium ions, 
forming neutral potassium atoms (shiny metal) which then react with oxygen: 
     K+ + e-  K followed by K + O2  K2O. 
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8) What characteristic of electricity determines how much decomposition occurs in 
electrolysis?  
 
 ~1830 MICHAEL FARADAY found that the amounts of elements 
produced by electricity depended only on (and were proportional to) the 
amount of electricity (current x time) used:  
 
 
 
 

 
 

In this one amazing paper, Faraday was the first to introduce the now common words 
“electrode,” “electrolyte,” “electrolysis,” “anode,” “cathode,” and “ion.” That’s pretty cool. Such 
studies led more support to the idea that electricity somehow controlled how elements 
combined to make compounds. 
 
Faraday’s result sounded so much like Dalton’s law of multiple proportions (which proved that 
matter came in units of ‘atoms’) that people started thinking that maybe electricity came in 
units like matter did. (Today 1 “Faraday” = the electrical charge on 1 mole of electrons.) 
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9) How did we finally decide that electricity actually “cames in chunks?”  
 

Faraday’s running Volta’s electricity through substances was so revealing, that from 1860 to 
~1900, many people studied its flow through gases in tubes. This ultimately led to determining the 
mass & charge of electricity’s particles. 
 

First, around 1860, PLUCKER discovered that 
the end of a gas tube connected to the + end of a 
battery would glow - but it would not glow in a 
region with the same shape as any object he 
placed in the middle of the tube. He interpreted 
this by saying that some sort of strange “cathode 
rays" were emitted from the negative electrode (the 
“cathode”) and that they were blocked from reaching 
the other end by any object in their path.  
  

~1880, CROOKES found that Plucker’s cathode rays could actually 
cause a paddle wheel to turn which led him to suggest that Plucker’s 
“rays” were really particles, rather than some sort of light. In 1881, 
STOREY named those particles "electrons." (The paddle wheel’s motion 
is actually now known to be caused by the greater recoil of molecules 
hitting the side of the paddle wheel warmed by the electrons striking it 
rather than by the electrons themselves.) 
  

~1886 GOLDSTEIN discovered that analogous positive ("canal") rays were emitted from the + 
end of the cathode ray tube. 
 

1895: ROENTGEN discovered that photographic film was ‘fogged; by what he called “x-rays” 
emitted from the + end of the tube where the cathode rays (electrons) hit.  

 
1896: BECQUERAL discovered that uranium (and all its compounds, such as those Romans 

had used to color glass yellow) emitted radiation similar to x-rays but without the need for any 
external outside power source.  
 

1897 THOMPSON realized that if you knew the speed (v) of 
an electron, then its deflection (D) by an electric field (E) could give 
you the ratio of its charge (e) to its mass (m): 

 
Say that an electron moves horizontally at speed v. The 
distance (x) it travels in time (t) is x = vt. So t = x/v. If it 
enters a known electric field E=V(volts)/d(m), the field will 
exert an upwards force on the electron F = eE. This force 
causes it to accelerate upwards at a = F/m = eE/m. This 
acceleration deflects it a distance y = ½at2 = eEt2/2m. But t 
= x/v, gives y = (eE/2mv2)x2. This is a parabola y = cx2 with 
c = eE/2mv2. After travelling a measureable distance L after 
leaving the field (typically 0.05m), the electron will have 
been deflected upward by z = cL2 = (eE/2mv2)L2. So e/m = 2v2z/L2E.  
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It’s hard to measure z (the deflection at x=L) but you can get it in terms of the easier to 
measure L, b & D. After leaving the E field, the e- travels in a straight line with slope (D-z)/b = 
its slope at x = L. But the slope of y=cx2  is 2cx, so at x=L, the parabola’s slope = 2cL. So 2cL = 
(D-z)/b or c = (D-z)/2Lb. So z = ((D-z)/2Lb)L2  or z = D/(1+(2b/L))  
 
But how can you get v to plug into e/m = 2v2z/L2E?  
 
Thompson’s trick to measuring the velocity of the electron was to take advantage of the fact 
that the force that a magnetic field (B, measured in Tesla) exerts on a moving charge (e) is  

  a) at right angles to both its motion and the magnetic field and  
  b) depends on its velocity (v): Fmagnetic = evB 

This means that if you apply a magnetic field from behind to in front of the e- beam, it will exert 
a downward force on the electron, counteracting the upward force of the electric field. If you 
adjust the strength of the magnetic field until the electron’s deflection by the electric field is just 
canceled by the magnetic field, the downward magnetic force (=evB) must equal the upward 
electric force (=eE) so eVB = eE or v = E/B 
 
Once you’ve got z and v, e/m = 2v2z/L2E. Thomson found that e/m = 1.75x108 coulombs/g. 
He also found that this value was independent of the gas in the tube or the material that the 
cathode was made from. 
 
1898: MARIE CURIE found that thorium (used to brighten mantles in gas lights) shared 
uranium’s emission of something like x-rays and coined the term “radioactivity” to describe it. 
She would go on to discover Po & Ra (and also find that Ra spontaneous gives off heat). 
 
1899: RUTHERFORD discovered that there are two types of 

radioactivity: “" (stopped by a sheet of paper) and “" (stopped 
by a sheet of aluminum)  
 
1902 WIEN found that the charge/mass ratio of the “canal 
rays” (those emitted from the + electrode) DID depend on the 
gas in the tube, with the largest value being observed for 
hydrogen  
 

1903: RUTHERFORD discovers a third type of radioactivity: “ rays” which were only stopped 
by a sheet of lead.  

 
1904: Kelvin uses the rate of heat loss from the earth’s core to estimate the age of the earth as 
<100,000,000 years – in conflict with geologist’s estimates.  
 
1907: RUTHERFORD discovers that radioactivity decays over time with a fixed “half-life” – 
which adds a new heat source to the core of the earth, far increasing Kelvin’s estimate of the 
earth’s age.  
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1909 MILLIKAN performed his "oil drop" experiment to measure the charge on a single 
electron (and thus determine its mass):  

 
Millikan measured the rates at which oil drops (charged by friction when created by the 
atomizer) fell and were then lifted back up by the electrically charged plates. From this he 
found that the charge on a drop was always a whole multiple of  -1.6x10-19 coulombs which he 
called "-1 electrostatic unit" = “-
1esu.” Millikan concluded that this 
must be the smallest possible unit 
of charge: the charge on a single 
electron. From this value and 
Thompson's value of e/m, it was 
possible to calculate that the mass 
of an electron was  9.1x10-28g = 
.00055 "amu's" 
 

ACTIVITY 6.3 
Use Thomson’s value of e/m and Millikan’s value of e to confirm that the mass of an e- is  
9.1x10-28g 

 
10) How are the electrical parts of atoms arranged?  
 

~1911 RUTHERFORD attempted to determine the arrangement of the positive & negative 
parts of atoms by shooting positively charged "α (alpha) particles" at a thin gold foil.  
 

Usually, the  particles passed through, but occasionally they bounced back. This led 
Rutherford to conclude that an atom's positive charge must be concentrated in a small  

  

He knew that a single  particle  hitting a ZnS screen produced a flash of light. He also figured 
that since the a particles were moving at a good fraction of the speed of light, they couldn’t 
bounce back from the electrons, which are 8000 time less massive – that would be like a grain 
of rice deflecting a bowling ball. The only way to muster sufficient force would be if most of 
each atom’s mass and + electric charge was concentrated in a tiny volume. If the + charge 
was spread out in the plum-pudding model, it couldn’t to provide the huge force needed to turn 
the alpha particles round in their tracks. From the actual # of a particles deflected by different 
amounts, Rutherford deduced that the alpha particles must be scattered by a very small, 
dense, charged "nucleus" with a radius ~ 1/10,000 of the atom's radius..   
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Such experiments found the diameters of  H & He nuclei to be <four femtometres (1fm=10-15 

m) and that the gold nucleus must be no more than ten times this size. (A typical nucleus is to 
1m as a pinhead is to the earth to sun distance.) 

 
11) What do “atomic numbers” indicate?  
 
 In 1913, MOSELEY found that the square roots of the 
frequencies of Roentgen’s x-rays which were emitted when 
electrons bombarded different metals, was a linear function of 
the metal’s position in the periodic table (its "atomic number”) 
rather than its atomic weight.  
 

Since atomic weights did NOT vary linearly with 
position on the periodic table, this meant that the 
atomic number actually reflected some physical 
property of atoms. Rutherford correlated Moseley's 
atomic numbers with the strength of the positive charge 
in nuclei observed in his α scattering experiments and 
concluded that + charge came in units which, in 1920, 
he named as "protons." An element’s atomic # 
indicated the # of protons in its nucleus. 
 
proton mass = 1.673x10-24g = 1.008 amu ~ 1800x that 
of the electron 

 
proton charge = +1.6x10-10 coulombs = +1 esu (I don’t 

think anyone knows why  this is exactly 
the opposite of the e-’s charge) 

 
The electrical charge on an atom was now seen to depend on the #s of protons and electrons 
it contained:  
 

       TYPE              NAME   BECAUSE 
  
  NEUTRAL ATOMS   ---------  # ELECTRONS = # PROTONS  
  POSITIVE ATOMS   CATIONS   # ELECTRONS < # PROTONS       
  NEGATIVE ATOMS  ANIONS   # ELECTRONS > # PROTONS 
  
           An atom's charge came to be indicated by a right superscript on its symbol 
       

ACTIVITY 6.4: Complete the following chart: 
   element       # protons     # electrons in   # electrons in    # electrons in 
                       if neutral      common cations    common anions 
      H            _______         ________      H+1: _________     H-1: ________  
     Fe            _______         ________      Fe+2: _________ 
                                             Fe+3: _________   
        O            _______         ________          O-2: _________  
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12) Was Dalton really right that “all atoms of an element are identical” and that “atoms can’t 
change into other atoms?”  
 

No. While all atoms of any given element all contain the same number of protons, they can 
contain different numbers of neutrons - which makes them different “isotopes” of the element. And 
when atoms absorb or emit radioactive particles, they often do change into atoms of a different 
element.   
  

People knew that the weight of a chlorine atom was 35.45x that of a hydrogen atom, but a 
chlorine atom only had 17x the number of protons in a hydrogen atom. This was interpreted as 
implying that something else must contribute to the mass of nuclei. In 1927, Aston developed 
high quality instruments to study the “canal rays” (emitted from the + end of a Crooke’s tube). 
Aston found 2 types of particles when the tube was filled with neon - with masses of 20 and 22 
atomic mass units. Amazingly, no particles had neon's reported atomic weight of 20.2 amu. 
This was followed by Giauque's 1929 discovery of three types of oxygen atoms (with masses 
16, 17 and 18), and Urey's 1931 discovery of three types of hydrogen atoms (with masses = 1, 
2 and 3). These masses were interpreted as atoms having varying numbers of neutral particles 
or "neutrons" with a mass of 1.675x10-24g = 1.009 amu.   

 
THE KEY POINT: WHILE ALL ATOMS OF A PARTICULAR ELEMENT HAVE THE SAME # 
OF PROTONS, THEY MAY HAVE VARYING #S OF NEUTRON'S.  ATOMS WITH = #s OF 
PROTONS BUT WITH DIFFERENT #S OF NEUTRONS = ISOTOPES OF THE ELEMENT. 

 
        For example, there are 3 isotopes of hydrogen atoms: 
 
                               # protons # neutrons total mass  symbol 
 
         "normal" hydrogen           1                0            1          1

1H 
            "deuterium"              1                1            2          1

2H 
             "tritium"                  1                2            3          1

3H 
                                                                           

The shorthand in the right-hand column above distinguishes isotopes by giving "n+p" as 
a left superscript on symbol. 

                
                Isotopes are almost identical but do differ in some ways: 
 
  1) Gases with heavier isotopes diffuse more slowly than those with lighter isotopes 

 (this allows for the separation of  235U isotopes using gaseous UF6) 
 
  2) Molecules containing heavier isotopes of atoms vibrate at lower frequencies 

 than molecules with lighter isotopes. 
 

3) Reactions in which bonds to heavier isotopes are broken are slower than when 
 the lighter isotopes are present. 

 
4) radioactivity: Unless nuclei have the proper relative #s of protons and neutrons, they 
are unstable and will get more stable by emitting one or more sorts of “radioactivity”: 
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PARTICLE   HAPPENS 
FROM           
  

RANGE EXAMPLE n/p ratio 

 = alpha    
(= 2p+ + 2no) 

too many 
protons 

short 
(heavy) 

222
86Rn  42 + 218

84Po increases: 
1.58  1.59 

 = beta   
(n  p+ + e-)  

too many 
neutrons          

longer 
(lighter) 

218
84Po  0-1 + 218

85At deceases: 
1.59  1.56 

gamma  
(high E light) 

rearranging p & 
n in nucleus 

longest 
(massless) 

doesn’t change type of 
isotope 

no change 

 
 

Details on radioactive properties of different nuclei can be found on various “charts of the 
nuclides.” I like the one at: http://atom.kaeri.re.kr/. For example here’s a small part of it: 

   
In these charts, each element 
has its own row - with its 
different isotopes arranged from 
lightest on the left to heaviest on 
the right (i.e. in order of 
increasing # of neutrons). The 
chart is color coded by half-life 
(the time it takes for half of the 
atoms to undergo decay). 
Clicking on any isotope brings 
up its properties. The properties 
of 24Ne are shown here:   

 
 
 
 
 
 

http://atom.kaeri.re.kr/
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Two other nuclear tidbits: 
 

A) The mass of an atom is slightly less than the sum of the masses of its pieces. 
   

The protons and neutrons within a nucleus are held together by extremely strong 
forces. When protons and neutrons come together to form a nucleus, large 
amounts of energy are released. But, in accordance with Einstein’s E = mc2, loss 
of such large amounts of energy (E) show up as a loss of mass (m). For 
example:  

 
             You would predict that the mass of 238

92U would be:  
    238

92U  = 92 protons + 146 neutrons + 92 electrons  
                            = (92 x 1.007276) + (146 x 1.008665) + (92 x .0005483) amu 
                            = 92.669392 + 147.26509 + .050444 = 239.984926 amu 
              But the actual mass of 238

92U is only 238.0508 amu. 
             

 The missing mass = the energy given off when nucleus forms, where   
  E=mc2. 

 
 

ACTIVITY 6.5 
 

a) Use a chart of nuclides to describe the type of radiation emitted by each of the following 
and their half-lives: 
 238

92U (the main isotope in nuclear reactors)  
222Rn (the isotope that people with radon problems worry about)   
40K (the major source of radiation in sea salt and in our bodies) 

 
b) Use E=mc2 to confirm that the energy equivalent of the mass lost when a 238

92U 
 nucleus forms from its p + n is 2.9x10-10J.  
 
c) What would be the length of a side of a cube of water that could be heated from 20oC to 
100oC by the energy released when 1g of 238

92U forms from its p+n? (as in part b)  
 

     
B) The "atomic weight" of an element (e.g. hydrogen) listed on the periodic table is a 
weighted average of the weights of  its isotopes:  

                 
                                     weight        % abundance      
                normal hydrogen    1.007825    99.9855            
                   deuterium       2.014102      .0145             
                              
   
   If you have 1,000,000 atoms, 999,855 have mass = 1.007825 
                                                 145 have mass = 2.014102 
         
          What's their average mass?  
 
   If you add up all 1,000,000 atoms, and divide by 1,000,000 get: 
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                         999,855 x 1.007825 + 145 x 2.014102 = 1.007971 
                                                     1,000,000                            
 
             Or, you can get the same answer by weighting each mass by its fractional abundance:    
     .999855 x 1.007825 + .000145 x 2.014102 = 1.007971       
 

ACTIVITY 6.6 
 

a) Gallium consists of 60.11% 69Ga (mass = 68.9256) and 39.89% 71Ga (mass = 
   70.9247). What is the average atomic mass of gallium? 
   
b) Chlorine has two naturally occurring isotopes (35Cl mass = 34.97 and 37Cl mass = 36.97). If 
Cl’s average atomic mass is 35.45, what are the % abundances of each isotope? 
 

 
   With these refinements, a complete description of an atoms should include:  
                          
                        #n + #p       charge 
                              symbol 
                                #p       # atoms in molecule 
 
 

ACTIVITY 6.7 
Complete the following chart: 
 
   nuclide    #p+       #e-       #n      
   61Co  ___  ____  ______ 
   194Pt+2  ___  ____  ______ 
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13) What do we know about the shapes of nuclei?  
 

In the 1950’s Hofstater constructed high energy electron microscopes capable of probing 
nuclear structure.  
 

Hofstater found that nuclei don’t have 
sharp edges but have a ~constant density 
which falls off to zero at the surface in a way 
that is much the same for a wide range of 
nuclei. The density of a nucleus is large 
compared with everyday objects. If a solid 
football were made of pure nuclear matter, it 
would weigh as much as Mt Everest.  

 
The exception to this rule of uniform 

density is found in some remarkable cases 
that have caused a stir in recent years – the 
so-called ‘halo nuclei.’ The most famous is a 
11Li with 8 no + 3 p+. The last two neutrons 
in this nucleus are very weakly bound, and 
are spread out in a volume which extends 
far outside the range of the other nine 
nucleons. As a result, this nucleus is as 
large as a nucleus of lead with over 200 
protons and neutrons. 

 
 

Today it is known that quite a large 
proportion of nuclei have non-spherical 
shapes (= “deformed”) which  they can be 
made to spin.The more deformed a nucleus 
is, the more easily it can be made to rotate.  
This rotation is another way in which the 
nucleus can store energy – energy it can 
lose by emitting gamma rays and hence 
slowing down. The more deformed it is, the 
more quickly a spinning nucleus slows down by radiating gamma rays.  By measuring how easily 
nuclei are set spinning when other nuclei are fired at them, or by seeing just how quickly spinning 
nuclei slow down by emitting gamma rays, the amount they deviate from the spherical can be 
determined.  Most deformed nuclei are prolate (shaped like an American football) – except for carbon 
nuclei which are oblate (like a squashed sphere). Both prolate and oblate nuclei are nearly always 
axially symmetric.  

 
Quantum mechanics has another trick up its sleeve concerning deformed nuclei: the long 
axis of a prolate nucleus has equal probability of pointing in every direction. In other words 
it is pointing in all directions at once! 
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If certain nuclei are made to rotate really fast, it is as if something suddenly gives and the 
stretching force takes the nucleus into an entirely new shape – a “superdeformed” nucleus. 
As these slow down, by emitting lots of gamma rays the nuclei revert back to the normal 
deformed or even spherical shapes. 
 
The deuteron = 1p+ + 1no which are very weakly bound together because  they spend part 
of the time outside the range of the force that holds them together, unless hit by something 
like a powerful gamma ray.  
 
The additional n0 in a tritium nucleus draws the original proton and neutron closer together 
so the tritium nucleus (a triton) is actually smaller than the deuteron.  
 
Adding a second proton to a triton continues this process, making a tightly bound helium 
nucleus – an alpha particle.  
 
The two protons and two neutrons in the alpha particle are so close together that this 
nucleus has much the same density as do most heavier nuclei. Subsequently, adding 
protons or neutrons does not affect the nuclear density. 
 
 
 
 

 
  


